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Motivation
Nanostructured FePt has potential applications in 
magnetic storage. (Session Z22 Friday)

1. Large magnetic anisotropy of L10 ordered f.c.t. FePt

2. FM nanoparticles have been synthesized.

Q. How do size, disorder, shape, concentration 
influence nanoscale magnetic properties of FePt?
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Fe3O4 (8nm)/Fe58Pt42 (4nm). TEM.



Methods
1. Plane wave LDA DFT (VASP)

• PAW method. Bulk and fully relaxed geometries

• Periodic supercells. >10A vacuum between particles

• Up to 807 atoms

2. Multiple scattering LDA DFT (LSMS)

• Real space method

• Not full potential. Use bulk or PAW geometries.

• Future: Non-collinear magnetism. Model building 



Bulk FePt is AFM in LDA

Strong sensitivity to c/a. Can force FM. 
Brown et al. PRB 68 052405 (2003)

Fully relaxed gives AFMfunctional theory16 as implemented in the approximate bulk

Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker17,18 !KKR" and layered-KKR19

!LKKR" methods, which use the atomic sphere approxima-
tion !ASA", and the more accurate full-potential linearized
augmented plane wave20 !FLAPW" methods. The

generalized-gradient approximation21 !GGA" was used

within the FLAPW as a check, but it was found to have no

qualitative difference to the LSDA results.22 In general, GGA

is not more accurate than LSDA for magnetic calculations,23

and specific cases exist where LSDA results are closer to

experiment, see, e.g., Refs. 24 and 25. The KKR calculations

use a new, variational definition of potential-energy zero that

often dramatically improves agreement with respect to full-

potential results,26 which we quantify below. Both KKR

methods were used in combination with the coherent-

potential approximation !CPA" to investigate the effects of
disorder on stability and structural properties.27 Charge-

correlation effects within !partially" disordered configura-
tions were included within the bulk KKR-CPA calculations

to improve the CPA description of the configurationally av-

eraged Coulomb energy.28

We calculated the difference in the total energies, EFM
!EAFM , between the FM and AFM state in FePt as a func-

tion of c/a . The LKKR and FLAPW !both LSDA and GGA"
results are presented in Fig. 1, where positive !negative" en-
ergy differences indicate stability of the AFM !FM" states.
We find that the energy difference separating the FM and

AFM states is less than room temperature for all c/a consid-

ered here. Both the FLAPW and LKKR calculations find the

FM state is stabilized as c/a→1, which is the same trend

found by Zeng et al. However, the present LSDA results find

AFM order stable for significantly higher c/a . Combined

with the fact that relaxing c/a→1 is known to reduce the

MAE,3,13 it is clear that the magnetic ordering of FePt thin

films depends sensitively on the substrate lattice parameters.

The impact of chemical disorder, i.e., the antisite substi-

tution of Fe!Pt" into Pt!Fe"-rich layers, is calculated via the
KKR-CPA method,27 which also can be related to character-

ization experiments; see, e.g., Ref. 29. In Fig. 2, EFM
!EAFM versus # is shown. The LKKR-CPA results !bulk
KKR" are the open !star-filled" symbols. The FLAPW-LSDA
results at #"1 !solid symbols" are included for comparison.
We note in passing that, for c/a"1, the KKR-ASA calcula-
tion with the improved definition of energy zero26 shifts

EFM!EAFM down by 1 mRy/atom, favoring the FM state and

bringing it in very good agreement with FLAPW. The KKR-

CPA calculation finds the FM state becomes more favorable

as the chemical disorder increases, i.e., #→0. In fact, the

FM state is favored at #$0.8 for all the c/a considered here,
corresponding to antisite substitution of only 10%.

The reason for enhanced ferromagnetism due to chemical

disordering can be readily understood by investigating pair-

wise interactions between atomic moments. Intuitively, for

example, Fe antisites on the Pt layer are expected to couple

ferromagnetically to the neighboring Fe in an Fe layer, as

seen in an alloy-expanded fcc lattice !see Ref. 30". More
quantitative statements can be made. In the limit of infini-

tesimal fluctuations in the moment orientations, the pairwise

magnetic interaction energies can be calculated within the

KKR31 and KKR-CPA formalisms.32 It is often useful to map

these energies onto the Heisenberg Hamiltonian

E"! %
i j ,i& j

J i j ŝi• ŝj , !1"

where Ji j is the interaction energy between the ith and j th

moments, and ŝi is a unit vector describing the orientation of

the ith moment. LKKR calculations for the FM state at #
"1 and c/a"0.965, near the bulk value, have found strong

FIG. 1. Total-energy difference between ferromagnetic, EFM ,

and antiferromagnetic, EAFM , states vs. c/a . The FM state is more

favorable as c/a→1. The AFM state is most favorable for nonideal

c/a . All results are for perfectly ordered L10 FePt with #"1, i.e.,
in the absence of chemical disorder.

FIG. 2. Total-energy differences between ferromagnetic, EFM ,

and antiferromagnetic, EAFM , states vs the long-range order param-

eter # for LKKR-CPA !open symbols" and bulk KKR-CPA !star-
filled symbols" methods. Details are found in text, but several c/a
with fixed unit-cell volume are used. The lines are a guide to the

eye. The solid symbols are for FLAPW-LSDA results.
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FePt structures

Perfect L10 ordered planes of Fe and Pt 
atoms cleaved from bulk (c/a=0.966). 
Nominally 1:1 ratio Fe:Pt.

43 atoms
79 atoms

201 atoms

807 atoms



Strong size effects in magnetic moments

Clear non-bulk behaviour in small clusters

But! AFM or ferrimagnetic states are lowest 
energy O(10 meV/atom) for relaxed geometries 

Magnetic moment

43 atoms
55 atoms

201 atoms



AFM results

• Preferred ordering: AF planes

• AFM or ferri’ depending on size, geometry, symmetry

• Small size alone is insufficient to stabilise strong FM 

201 atoms

Magnetic moment

Structure Moments (Fe only)
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• Near-surface Fe atoms have enhanced moment 

• Relaxations can be significant. AF spins!

807 atoms

Pt 
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Disorder

• Random occupations with LRO c[Fe]-c[Pt]=0.80

• Partial FM order stabilised via Fe on Pt planes

• Configuration dependent. Delicate competition 
between FM (via Fe on Pt sites) and AFM (FePt)

• Partial FM order stabilised via Fe on Pt planes

• Random occupations with LRO c[Fe]-c[Pt]=0.80

• Configuration dependent. Delicate competition 
between FM (via Fe on Pt sites) and AFM (FePt)

• Partial FM order stabilised via Fe on Pt planes

• Random occupations with LRO c[Fe]-c[Pt]=0.80

• Configuration dependent. Delicate competition 
between FM (via Fe on Pt sites) and AFM (FePt)

• Partial FM order stabilised via Fe on Pt planes

• Random occupations with LRO c[Fe]-c[Pt]=0.80

• Configuration dependent. Delicate competition 
between FM (via Fe on Pt sites) and AFM (FePt)

Magnetic moment

201 atoms

Structure Moments
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Multiple scattering

• Modest agreement with PAW. Smaller moments.

• Difficult convergence!

201 atoms



Conclusions
Disorder required to stabilize FM/non-AFM. 
Nanoscale alone is insufficient

Magnetic moments FePt nanoparticles strongly 
dependent on size, disorder

Multiple scattering close to PAW results


